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seed', like the English cleaving to that of a king who
is divinely appointed head of the Church, have known at
once how to reverence and to rule their rulers, and if Japan
very slowly learns parliamentary methods of doing this
she too discovers the other technique of doing it through
great ministers of state* These become constitutional rulers
in the seventeenth century after a period in many things
reminding us of Tudor England. The rich pageant of the
Middle Ages passes—baron and abbot, monk and friar,
henchman and outlaw, castle and abbey and hovel, scholar
and man of war despising scholarship, artist and strolling
minstrel—ruthless deeds and their expiation in pilgrimage
and mass and endowment—all this gives place to another
scene while preserving many of the old landmarks and
conserving much of the old spirit. As the Tudors guide
England from one age to the next with crafty conservatism
and daring innovation, so the Shoguns lead Japan,
In both the invention of cannon shatters the power of
feudal castles, that of printing the authority of clerical or
official prestige; and a new and cultured middle class
pushes its way through—between lord and serf, as between
exploiting cleric and gaping peasantry.
If Henry VIII smashed the wonder-working relics
and shrines, Hideyoshi, more temperate, made new images
out of the weapons of tie people—telling them with irony
that he was securing their welfare in both worlds. Neither
Tudors nor Shoguns were irreligious: but they knew how
to use religion to foster national growth, and if we find
Henry VIII coquetting with Protestantism while he burns
Protestants, we find Hideyoshi coquetting with Catholicism
and burning Catholics, and Nobunaga playing off Catho-
lics against Buddhists in a similar burst of anti-clericalism.
The Japanese are like the English, at once religious and
impatient of priestcraft, respecting religion and using it.
They are too, at once utilitarian and aesthetic, and their
museums, like ours, are full of ugly things of historic
interest and lovely things treasured for their beauty. So
the visitor may learn much of their rich and colourful

